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UST-Talkers

Greeting for UST newsletter
On behalf of the UST International Students Association (UST-ISA), I greet
the UST president, administrative officials, professors, students, and alumni.
UST-ISA is happy to know that UST is going to publish a newsletter to help
international students adapt to academic and social life in Korea.

UST is an amazing university for international students and Living in Korea will be more comfortable and diverse if
a vibrant place for academic learning, multi-cultural international students learn the basic Korean language and
activities, and social interaction. International students know local social cultures. Travel and sightseeing also help
contribute thirty percent of total UST students. As UST is a to relieve the stress, discover local cultures, explore natural
research institute-based university, most of the institutes beauties across Korea. I feel that good communication with
conduct blended academic and applied research. This the academic supervisor is the essential factor for good
industry-academia collaboration motivates international research outcomes. Excellent research outcomes are only
students to choose UST for higher study destination. In possible when researchers follow the most refined state-ofaddition, the Republic of Korea is one of the most techno the-art experiments along with core theoretical concepts.
logically innovative countries, and the educational and Besides, international students should be hamble to the
research opportunities are incredible. Beyond that, it offers professors, colleagues, and lab mates in all aspects of study
good welfare benef its, including a comprehensive life. They should be patient and sincere in difficult times of
hea lt hca re s ystem. UST of fers st udents a decent research and social life. I feel that research outcomes
scholarship, and students don’t need to think about should be published periodically to keep track of academic
research funding. Most labs of the UST-affiliated research activities. UST offers several counseling services to manage
institutes are well equipped, and resources are available to stress due to academic workload and any adverse social
students to utilize. In addition, as the UST schools are based relationship. UST-ISA also aids international students, who
on research institutes, students can get suggestions and find difficulties in UST life and talks with UST officials on
experiences collaborating with professional researchers.

behalf of students. Moreover, UST is always open-minded
to encourage students to solve their problems, which

COVID-19 transformed the social interaction not only in
Korea, but also all over the world. My international students

makes UST a favorite study place for international students.
UST is always with you to fulfil your higher study dream.

skipped travelling to hometown last two years, which may
trigger their homesickness. Nevertheless, I feel that
COVID-19 didn’t affect my study and research as Korea is a
country with up-to-date research facility, accessible
healthcare facility, and public vaccination. UST-ISA missed
organizing UST-ISA meetings, field trips, game and movie

With warm regards,

events, international food festivals, and so on due to the

Iqram Hussain

COVID-19 outbreak. We hope that we’ll be able to bring

Integrated Program, UST-KRISS School,

back all those events after the world heals a little from

President, UST-ISA, 2020-2021

COVID.
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1. Drinking culture in Korea, a story of a heavy drinking european
(Lizaveta Gotina)
2. Learning Korean through Korean Dad Jokes (아재개그) (Miratul Maghfiroh)
3. Must-download apps to survive in Korea (Monica Albuja)
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Korean drinking culture: the
story of a heavy-drinking
European

In UST I study
computational drug
design in KIST
Campus

Hi, I’m Lisa. At UST I have been studying computational drug
design at the KIST Campus, Seoul, since January 2018. I’m a highly
emotional, energetic, blunt Belarusian woman scientist who is not
afraid of bring up controversial and sensitive topics. I always have
an opinion, and I’m dedicated to finding my place in Korea without
compromising my own personal beliefs and values. In my free time
I run 10k marathons, roller/ice skate, and manage a public-speaking
club, Korea University Toastmasters, as club President. I hope that
my stories can help foreign students gain confidence and find a way
to enjoy their time in Korea.
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Several years ago in Belarus, during my early years as a
bachelor’s student, my professor proclaimed that the path to
achieving a PhD degree is measured not in the number of
years of study, but in the number of bottles of vodka consumed.
While recalling his good-old-days he poured me a shot to
mark the beginning of the long road that lay ahead of me.
Despite the common opinion that everyone in Eastern
European countries (Russia, Belarus, Ukraine, Poland, etc)
drinks vodka, it is actually not my personal drink of choice.
Cheap and tasteless, with an alcohol content of 40% that burns
the mouth and throat, vodka in Slavic countries is a low-class
spirit, commonly consumed by middle-aged men with lowpaying, physically exhausting jobs. Nevertheless, the slender
young woman that I was took the shot glass with a firm hand
and drank with out hesitation. The whole ritual reminded me
of a semi-barbaric manhood test, in which the student’s goal
was to keep a straight face and prove that they could handle
anything that the professor might throw at them—even if that
meant voluntarily injecting mild poison into your body. Much
to my surprise, not long ago I heard the same opinion
regarding the close relationship between junior researchers,
drinking, and successful careers. This time the opinion came
from an elderly Korean professor, as I sat on the floor with a
shot of soju in my hands in a hotel room with a group of coworkers on Jeju Island, right after my first conference in Korea.
Ironically, that moment was one of the few rare cases in which
I felt that I understood Korean culture—it turned out that
middle-aged men from my country and Korea are not that
different.
Having been tested on the most brutal European drinking
battlefields, including but not limited to crazy student parties,
500-guest hours-long weddings, and the German Oktoberfest,
I was sure that I could handle any drinking event in Korea
(especially considering the stereotype that Asians have low
alcohol tolerance). Little did I know that I was in for a major
culture shock, experiencing the worst hangovers of my life and
eventually giving up drinking altogether. This is my story as a
heavy-drinking European who came to Korea to get a PhD
degree.

co-workers casually translated it. In Korea these aare social
events in which co-workers gather together to eat and drink.
They are often held on work evenings, can occur as often as
every other day to once a month, and typically will include
multiple rounds(so called 일차, 이차, 삼차, 사차, etc). The latter
means that during the evening the group will visit several
restaurants and/or bars with different types of food and
alcohol, with each place being designated as first round,
second round, and so on, until late into the night.
Before you sit down at the table, it’s best to know Korean
drinking etiquette. Here are some basic rules and tips:
- It’s considered rude for anyone to have an empty glass, and it
is not common to pour your own drink. Therefore, keep an
eye on the person in front of you and pour them a drink
when necessary. Also, pace your drinking accordingly. Have
a glass of water handy in case if you need to slow down.
As always, hierarchy is important. When pouring or receiving
drinks from elders, use both hands to hold the glass or bottle.
Among people of equal status/age it is courteous to hold the
bottle with your right hand and support your forearm or wrist
with your left hand. You can use one hand only with someone
younger than you or with a very close friend.
- It is not common to look people in the eye when saying
“cheers”(건배 or 짠 in Korean) and clinging glasses. While
drinking, one should turn both head and shoulders away
from the elders or put their hand up to cover your glass.
- The right amount of soju is measured by stacking two shot
glasses together. Pour soju into the top glass until it reaches
the line created by the outer glass.
- Directly refusing alcohol is considered a mood killer and
deemed rude, unless it is for medical or religious reasons. It’s
generally better to accept and discreetly get rid of unwanted
alcohol (under the table, into your water cup, out the
window) than to refuse it. If you really do not want to drink,
politely decline the offer. We’ll get to that in more detail later.
- If you need to leave or feel your bed calling, wait till the
group switches their venue to say your goodbyes. It is not
common to leave a table by oneself.

During hoesiks, foreigners can discover the many elaborate
ways to open a bottle or correctly mix a drink. Based on my
I will never forget my first hoesik(회식), or “lab dinner,” as my experience, this often involves breaking the glasses, but don’t

Chapter 1 - Introduction to the basics.
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worry, it’s a common issue, and you won’t be charged for the
accidents.

Chapter 2 – The many Korean alcohol experiences.
Upon reaching the Korean legal drinking age of 19 years old (or
20 in Korean age) one will discover the incredible accessibility
of a wide variety of alcoholic beverages and their consumption
habits. A bottle of soju can be as cheap as 1,500 won and is
available at any supermarket or convenience store, day or
night. For better or for worse, as I’ve discovered, Korea has a
lot to offer and enjoy when it comes to drinking. Here are just
some of the beverages that you can try.
- Soju(소주) is the Korean national distilled rice liquor, which
typically has an alcohol content of 16-20%. It’s made from
rice grains, barley, sweet potatoes, and tapioca, which are
soaked with honey for a few weeks, giving soju a bittersweet
flavor. Its closest relatives are probably vodka or Japanese
sake. Personally, I am not a fan of plain soju, and would only
suggest the flavored varieties: blueberry, grapefruit, etc. Soju
commonly accompanies Korean barbeque or fish sashimi(생
선회).
- Beer(맥주) in Korea is traditionally weak; beer enthusiasts
around the world will agree that Koreans have yet to make a
decent drop. Nonetheless, Korea imports American,
European, Chinese, and Japanese beers, and also hosts craft
brewers. Maybe due to the weakness of the beer or dislike of
the taste of pure alcohol, locals have a strong tradition of
alcohol mixes. Soju and beer, or somaek(소맥), is by far the
most popular combination, usually mixed in a golden ratio of
30:70. A less popular version is the Somaekcol(소맥콜), which
also includes cola for those who have a sweet tooth. Although
some say that it is so popular because of the taste, I’ve
discovered that more commonly somaek lovers appreciate
the speed of alcohol uptake that they achieve. In any case, if
you are a tequila bomb fan, you should try the soju bomb,
known in Korean as poktanju(폭탄주).
- Another must-try in Korea is Makgeolli(막걸리), a milky, offwhite, and lightly sparkling rice wine with a sweet and tangy
flavor. It is traditionally home-brewed with a low alcohol
content(~6%), and it is usually drunk by farmers. There is a
certain charm to drinking it from bowls rather than glasses,
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and it goes very well with Korean traditional foods and
snacks, like Korean vegetable pancakes(파전, 감자전, etc). If
you enjoy travelling to the Korean suburbs, make sure to try
their local makgeolli, since every province has their own
traditions and twists, including corn or chestnut makgeollies.
- S peaking of local treasures, there are so many lesser-known
Korean liquors. Fruit wine(복분자주), made with black
berries, goes amazingly well with lamb skewers. Flower
wine(국화연) is a seasonal drink, f lavored with dry
chrysanthemum flowers and blended with other herbs and
spices. Maesilju(매실주) is an extremely sweet plum liquor,
which some Korean families make themselves from scratch
as a hobby. Baekseju(백세주) is another type of rice wine
served together with meat-based meals and flavored with
ginger, goji berries, cinnamon, and omija. Whatever your
taste, Korea will have something to offer and surprise you.
-V
 odka, wine, and tequila are all imported alcohols in Korea.
Do you remember my vodka-drinking story from Belarus?
Well, forget it. Here in Korea vodka is an elite alcohol, like
aged whisky, and is sold in specialized bars, where you
would usually mix it with tonic water to make a cocktail
resembling a gin and tonic. Imported alcohol is expensive,
but nonetheless accessible. For the ultimate cocktail
experience, I can recommend the Adonis bar(아도니스) in
Daejeon, where a pro barman has over 100 cocktails on his
menu.

Chapter 3 – Giving up alcohol.
Oh, what a wonderful time full of new discoveries it was.
Unfortunately, as time passed, I was either getting older or just
getting bored. The drinks themselves were not as enjoyable as
before and the morning hangovers were getting worse and
worse. Eventually my disappointment led me to an unexpected
decision: I wanted to give up drinking. I felt that I had achieved
everything that I ever wanted in my drinking career: partied
all the nights, made all of the mistakes, and tried all of the
drinks. It was finally time to close this chapter of my life and
move on into a new stage. Surprisingly, it is very easy to give
up drinking in Korea:
- Step 1 – Before the hoesik, casually mention your decision
to co-workers and seniors. It’s as simple as honestly saying it

in two or three simple sentences: ”I decided to stop drinking,
because it is adversely effecting my health.” It’s important to
bring up the topic before sitting down at the table; if you do
so, no one will insist or try to change your mind.
- Step 2 – At the hoesi,k make sure to always have a glass of
water or a non-alcoholic drink poured. Even if you do not
drink, you should clink glasses with everyone to help
maintain the mood.
- Step 3 – Don’t be frustrated if people forget that you don’t
drink. Just politely remind them about it. In my personal
experience, people often forget the food preferences of
others and will need time to adjust to your new lifestyle.
- Step 4 – Enjoy the hoesik, particularly in your new role of a
sober observer of the whole event. Now you have an
advantage over everyone in any evening games.
My four-step plan may look unconvincing to those who have
experienced the darker, mandatory side of participating in
group nightlife activities with co-workers. Personally, I was
surprised myself that my decision was accepted so easily and
without any judgement. Maybe it is a good sign that the
attitude toward drinking in Korean society is slowly (but
inevitably) changing for the better. In the meantime, I have
enjoyed my alcohol-free life more than two years now.

Chapter 4 – The aftermath.
There are four different phases of culture shock: honeymoon,
frustration, adjustment, and acceptance. When it comes to
Korea’s drinking culture, I can certainly say that I’ve gone
through all four stages. I remember the excitement of
discovering new flavors and traditions, as well as the
frustration and confusion. For example, standard Belarusian
drinking rules, such as that one should not switch from strong
liquor to low alcohol content drinks, are unheard of in Korea,
as is the commonly known truth that mixing low class alcohols
will lead to severe hangovers. As with many things, I can
understand the differences logically with my mind, but I can’t
quite fully comprehend them.

celebrities and attractive women (which are illegal in Europe,
by the way), and insanely easy access to so many types of
alcohol combine to make drinking a significant part of Korea
working life that cannot be fully avoided. The purpose of a
hoesik is to meet in an informal setting, loosen up your mind,
and decrease the stress caused by work, family, or
relationships. The alcohol itself is not a stress-reliever, only a
mild poison that makes it easier to talk and get things off your
chest, as well as to open up to co-workers. And sometimes
talking it out and having someone listen is the only medicine
that you really need.
It is a bonding experience that can be hated or appreciated.
The most difficult part for me was the contradiction between
“feeling relaxed” while at the same time “always showing
respect to elders” and honoring the unspoken rule of
mandatory attendance. Whether you drink or not, the key to
fun and enjoyable outings is good company. If you don’t know
where to start, especially if your lack of knowledge of Korean
makes you feel uncomfortable at the dinner table, I can advise
groups like Stand Up Seoul or the Toastmasters International
clubs in Korea. The first is an English-language, comedycentered open-mic, whereas the second specializes in
practicing English public speaking. Both are open to foreigners
and are good places to meet people, make friends, and enjoy
some chicken and beer together.
With a bit of luck, the covid-related restrictions will be relaxed
soon. Drink wisely, and find time to enjoy yourself in Korea.
Good luck and stay safe~

Disclaimer: This story reflects my personal experience in
Korea, and by no means do I claim that it is representative of
all Koreans and Korean culture. This is also by no means an
advertisement of alcoholic beverages or the drinking lifestyle.
To drink or not is a personal choice, which one should take
with full responsibility for while considering the adverse health
effects of alcohol.

To be sure, Koreans drink more often and in greater volume
than Europeans and even Russians. Frequent evenings out
with co-workers, tons of advertisements for alcohol featuring
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I am a PhD candidate
who arrived in
2019 coming from
Indonesia
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Learning Korean
Language through Korean
Dad Jokes
I am a PhD candidate who arrived in 2019 coming from Indonesia,
and I have been living in Korea for three years. Apart from being a
student researcher at the UST-KICT School, I am a Korean culture
enthusiast who enjoys learning the Korean language, listening to
borderless music, and watching cinematographic works in my
leisure time. I write poems occasionally, but get myself difficult to
maintain timely posts on my personal blog.

probably how dad jokes originated. Why do dads sometimes
do that? Perhaps, that is a means to kids’ attention, or it is a
They are lame. Yes. They are dumb. Yes. What else? They are way to deepen the parent-child bond.
embarrassingly terrible. Most people think of dad jokes as lame
and unwitty jokes. But, you might ask, what makes them How about Korean dad jokes? In Korean, these are often
appealing for some people? It is simply because they are what referred to as 아재 개그(Ajae Gag). 아재 is a term for middleyou think they are: Lame. Dumb. Terrible. Unlike most aged men, and 개그 means gag or joke. Listening to 아재 개그
mainstream jokes, dad jokes usually break the norms of typical feels like listening to dads/middle aged men when they verbally
humor, which provoke amusement and the laughter reflex. joke around. A good example of the use of Korean dad jokes as
When you hear a dad joke, your response may nearly always broadcast comedy can be seen in the Choi Bul-am series(최불
be rolled eyes and a groan. Dad jokes are often manifested as 암 시리즈) form the early 2000s. Some are available in YouTube
puns, a short line rather than a joke with a long punch line. A under the title Happy Time Machine. The show made use of
pun is a form of verbal humor in which the related sound simple jokes delivered by a middle-aged man. As expected, the
sequence, i.e. phrase, has different possible meanings. For jokes are dull, but at the same time, they might have made you
example: How do celebrities stay cool? It is because they have smile a little. Similar common English dad jokes, Korean dad
so many fans. The word ’fans’ has a dual meaning. One is for jokes are usually short puns in which the highlighted word or
those who admire celebrities, and the other one refers to phrase has a double meaning.
instruments that generate air flow. All puns are not necessarily
Older Korean dad jokes may be popular among the elderly but
considered dad jokes, but dad jokes are almost always puns.
recently, Korean dad jokes have gained attention among young
So, why are they called dad jokes? Anything to do with “Dad”, adults as well, thanks to broadcast comedies that constantly
though? Practically, dads are the ones who unashamedly insert dad jokes during the show and the fast-growing
annoy their children with their dull jokes. “Hey, Dad! I am individual YouTube channels with dedicated Korean dad jokes
thirsty,” a child might say, and the dad might jokingly answer as the main topic. Moreover, it is widely known that Kim
“Hey, Thirsty! I am Dad.” These are the kinds of instances of Seokjin from BTS (K-Pop group) is a worshipper of dad jokes.
fatherly teasing that you have probably heard. These kinds of He seems quite happy and proud of himself when displaying
jokes never fail to make us feel exasperation. Our response his dad joke skills on screen. Fans and his band mates seem
when dad does his dull humor could include a deep exhalation, unbothered, however. There is also a music video presented by
rolled eyes, a tiny groan, and or a low-key sigh. That is Mamamoo (a female K-pop group) for their song titled “Dad

An ”Unhelpful” guide to dad jokes: An Intro

NEWSLETTER
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Jokes” (“AZE GAG”). The song lifts up the mood just like the Korean lessons prior to digging into Korean dad jokes.
title does. The lyrics are very casual, describing what dad jokes
Yep! Here comes the Korean Dad jokes! As we all anticipated,
are and presenting some examples of them.
dad jokes are very cringey and dull, but if you understand
them, they can be both entertaining and a useful way to
Korean Dad Jokes as a Way to Learn Korean
improve your vocabulary. I myself find that dad jokes create a
I have been learning Korean for nearly four years on and off. good mood, which makes it easier for me to memorize new
However, I would not consider myself fluent enough to words. Understanding dad jokes gives you a new experience of
deliberately practice it on any occasion—I still have a lot of learning Korean in an interesting way. You may also be able to
room for improvement. Having been learning Korean for such bond with your friends by practicing this. Nonetheless, dad
a long time, I sometimes find it boring to memorize new jokes can be overwhelming for those who do not fall for cheesy
vocabularies in the usual ways (e.g., reading the paragraphs, or lines or jokes. Assuming this is the case, dad jokes may not be
just directly swallowing up all the new diction). If you relate to your cup of tea. Additionally, dad jokes themselves are
this, you might be in need of a new method to alleviate sometimes difficult to understand for foreigners who have just
boredom while at the same time learning Korean in a less begun to learn Korean. But please rest assured that there are
suffocating way. However, I need to remind you that if you tons of legendary Korean dad jokes that can be easily
wish to be fluent in Korean language solely through learning understood, even by those who are just beginners.for those
Korean dad jokes, it probably won’t work (Sorry!). I would who are just the beginners.
suggest that you should at least be comfortable with standard
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Here is the list of my favorite all time Korean dad jokes for beginners.
Examples

Remarks

‘콩 한 알’을 영어로 하면?

What is ‘콩 한 알’ in English?
Won Bin (English: One Bean).
Won Bin is also the name of famous Korean actor.

고양이가 지옥에 가면?

What is it called when a cat goes to hell?
The answer is Hello Kitty.

김밥이 죽으면 어디로?
김밥천국

Where does kimbab go to when it dies?
The answer is Kimbab Cheonguk.
Cheonguk means Heaven.
Kimbab Cheonguk is a popular kimbab chain in South Korea.

할아버지가 좋아하는 돈은?

What kind of money does grandfather like?
Halmoni(grandmother).
The pronunciation of ‘moni’ is pretty similar to the Korean pronunciation of ‘money’.

딸기가 직장을 잃으면?
딸기 시럽(실업)

What is it called when strawberry loses its job?
Strawberry syrup(딸기 시럽).
시럽 is pronounced similarly to 실업, “unemployed”.

“방귀 뀌지마”를
영어로 하면? 돈까스

How do you say “방귀 뀌지마” in English?
Tonkatsu(pork cutlets).
Please pronunciation of tonkatsu sounds like Don’t gas (in a Korean accent)

There are actually more of them out there. You can easily spot it in any social media platform. It is interesting to me that every
time I read the answer, I usually end up saying “아 ~~”, plus, a satisfying smirk. Whatever dad jokes have made you into, I hope
you can keep up learning Korean language. Cheers!

Reference & sources of writing
1. Source of pictures: Google
2. Hye-Knudsen, M. (2021, February 22). Dad Jokes and the Deep Roots of Fatherly Teasing.
https://doi.org/10.31234/osf.io/r9mhc
3. Namu.wiki
4. YouTube
5. https://ppss.kr/archives/175481
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My name is Monica
Albuja, 25, and
I am from Quito
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Must-Download Apps to
Survive in Korea
My name is Monica Albuja, 25, and I am from Quito, Ecuador. I
have been living and studying in South Korea for almost 5 years.
I am currently pursuing my integrative program in Ocean Science
(Oceanography) at KIOST school, located in Busan. Previously,
I pursued my undergraduate studies in Earth and Environmental
Sciences and International Studies at Korea University, in Seoul.
During my time in Seoul and Busan, I have helped newly-arrived
foreign friends to adapt and understand the Korean culture and
education system. Now that I have decided to be a writer for the
UST Newsletter for International Students, I would like to take this
opportunity to share the knowledge I have accumulated during these
years to fellow USTians.
Busan is the second largest city in Korea, known for its attractive
beaches, delicious food, and warm people. Busan is known not
only because it is the largest port city in the country, but also for
the incredible experiences it offers to locals and foreigners. One

important annual event held in Korea is the Busan International Film Festival (BIFF). Not-so-cold in
winter, and not-so-hot in summer, Busan is an amazing year-round destination for leisure and cultural
insight.
Getting around in Korea as an international student is surely not a
piece of cake. Living and studying abroad comes with certain
challenges due to differences in aspects such as language, culture,
and weather. When moving to a new country, the unknowns
outnumber the knowns, and it can easily become quite
overwhelming. However, the ace up one’s sleeve will always be
fellow foreigners who have gone through this same situation. They
have already experienced what a newcomer is experiencing, and
hence they can extend a helping hand with basic -and not so
basic- information about life in Korea. Nevertheless, throughout
my almost five years in Korea, I have noticed there is an oftentimes
overlooked detail that many foreigners take for granted: which
apps would facilitate their lives in Korea?
I have met foreigners living here for more than 10 years who don’t
know how to send a gift over KakaoTalk, or how to set an alarm on
KakaoMap so that their phone rings one stop before a transfer
point or their destination, or how to schedule a pick-up service at
their house’s door to send packages to other cities. The features are
limitless, and they are all a click away.
Let me show you in the present article some of the most useful
mobile phone applications (apps) that can make your life more
convenient during your exciting Korean adventure.

The elementary app: We all love Ryan.
KakaoTalk(카카오톡) is, without a doubt, the to-go app for
messaging in Korea. With its fun emojis, and useful features,
KakaoTalk is on the main screen of every Korean smartphone
nowadays. But there is much more to do on KakaoTalk other than
just chatting with your peers. Sending coupons and gifts, reading
news, shopping, and banking can also be done through KakaoTalk.
Just link your bank account number to Kakao Wallet and you can
easily transfer money to your contacts, make payments, and even
pay your electricity bills from the app. What’s more, if you’re into
emojis, you can pay a small fee every month to use all the available
emojis at all times.

Transportation apps: Where should I go?

when I first arrived to Korea, I used to be stressed at all times when
travelling, by bus, especially when trying to read the screen or the
map drawing on the bus’s wall so that I wouldn’t miss my stop. You
can avoid this. By setting up your destination and the alarm on the
app, you can relax by reading or watching videos, and the app will
remind you to press the stop bell so that you can get out at the next
stop. Additionally, you can save your frequently-used busses and
bus stops on the KakaoBus(카카오버스) app so you can easily check
the buses’ locations at all times.
If you opt to take the subway instead, Subway Korea(지하철) and
KakaoMetro(카카오지하철) are two good options for you. Overall,
subway apps are very useful tools for transportation, especially
when using complicated subway systems such as the one in Seoul.
These apps display information about the time it will take to get
from one subway station to another, the fee, the arrival time, the
last train available, and fast transfers between lines (using the most
convenient train car and door for the transfer). On KakaoMetro, for
instance, you even can check the car closest to the exit you are
heading to, as well.
However, if you decide to go by taxi, UT(우티) and KakaoT(카카오T)
are great options. You might be afraid to speak to the driver on
your trip, but worry no more. You can activate the “silent ride”
mode on the UT app, and the driver will be notified of your
preference. In addition, you can pay your taxi fare using T-money,
the card you use for subways and buses all around Korea. In
addition, you can check your balance anytime by putting your card
behind your phone through this app: Shows T-money card
balance.
What about travelling to other cities? If you plan to take an intercity
bus, KorailTalk(코레일톡), Express Bus(고속버스-티머니), and
Intercity Bus(시외버스-티머니) are the go-to apps. You can check
schedules and available buses with their respective fares and
purchase tickets online, allowing you to arrive at the terminal and
get on the bus directly, without going to the counter. If you prefer
to travel by plane, it is a good idea to download some local airlines’
apps in order to get the best prices, accumulate points, and check
in in advance. Similarly with the bus, this will allow you simply
board the plane with the ticket on your phone (or even on your
smartwatch). Some apps include: JejuAir, T’way Air, Air Seoul, AIR
BUSAN, and JinAir.

Visiting new places is a must when living in a foreign country, but
you cannot always rely only on Google Maps. In Korea, there are
apps containing local maps that have more features other than just
to show you around. KakaoMap(카카오맵) and Naver Map(네이버
지도) are two great examples. As introduced before, with Shopping apps: Shopping is a hobby in itself!
KakaoMap, you can set an alarm that will make your phone vibrate Having the ability to purchase anything with just a click is fantastic,
when you have almost arrived at your destination. I can recall but it is also dangerous for your finances. Is there anything you
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can’t buy on Coupang(쿠팡)? This app is by far the most popular
shopping app for Koreans and foreigners alike. Its most appealing
feature is probably “rocket delivery(로켓배송)”: you can purchase
the product today and receive it at your door the next day. You can
receive your purcases earlier if you use the “rocket fresh(로켓프레
시)” option to buy fresh food products and pantry items. Even
though Coupang is Korean, you are a quick translation away from
buying anything at a great price. However, if you really want a
shopping app in English, Gmarket Global is for you. Alternatively, if
you’re considering buying electronic products, make sure to check
Danawa(다나와), where you can find new and second-hand devices
at the best prices.
What if you want to buy or sell a second-hand product near your
home? Karrot market(당근마켓) and 중고나라 are your options.

Food delivery apps: Hungry and lazy? Say no more.
Another potentially dangerous app you can have on your phone is
a food delivery app. But this time, it’s not just your wallet that could
suffer, but also your diet. If you register your debit or credit card on
the app, you just have to choose what you are going to eat, make
some clicks, and in a few seconds, your order will be getting ready
to arrive directly to your home. Baemin(배달의민족) is a nice
alternative—it allows you to check a little plant icon during the
address confirmation section indicating that you would like to not
be given plastic cutlery for that order. Other food delivery options
include Yogiyo(배달요기요) and Coupang Eats(쿠팡이츠).

Banking/payment apps:
Manage your money on your phone.

6-digit password, and that’s it. Hana Bank also has the Hana Card
1Q Pay(하나카드-원큐페이) app. If you forget your card one day and
need to make a payment, just take out your phone and open the
app, and you will be able to use your card as if you had it with you
physically. This can also be done with the Samsung pay app (if you
have a Samsung phone, of course).
As a side note, your phone can also be effectively used for identity
verification with an important app called PASS. Make sure to
download it and register, as it will make your life easier when
buying tickets and signing up for services on the internet.

Translation apps: You’ll use them more than you think.
Once more, you cannot always rely on Google. There are other
apps that could be more accurate when it comes to translation to
and from Korean. The most similar app to Google Translate is
Papago. Just as with Google Translate, Papago has a “Papago mini”
or “Tap to Translate” feature, which allows you to easily translate
text by only copying it. In other words, let’s imagine you are in a
chatroom with other members of your lab. All of them are
discussing some apparently important matters in Korean, and
you’re curious about what they are discussing. Or, imagine you
have just received an important SMS from you Research Institute,
but, again, it’s in Korean. Would you copy the text, open Google
Translate, paste the text, read it, and close the app? Don’t. You can
just copy the text and click on a floating bubble on your screen.
Your text will be automatically translated in a floating window;
when you’re done reading it, you just have to click outside the
square, and it disappears. Moreover, if you can’t copy the text, you
can always take a screenshot, upload it to the app, and easily
translate the text.
But please, don’t use Google Translate or Papago for single-word
translation. For that, you have NAVER Dictionary. This dictionary
will show the several meanings that a word has, multiple examples,
and real-life usage examples.
Free interpretation service apps: When Papago can’t save you.
There might be urgent situations in which you cannot rely on texttranslation apps. You might need an interpreter. For that, you can
could call 02-120 (Seoul Global Center), or download these apps:
bbb and LifeInBusan. bbb offers Korean-language interpretation by
volunteers for several languages, LifeInBusan redirects you to the
interpretation services of the Busan Global Center.

If I were to choose the most convenient app to check my card
spending and transfer money to my friends in less than 10 seconds,
it would have to be Toss(토스). During my first year in Korea, I used
to transfer money only using ATMs. Later, I would use a computer
or a banking app on my phone, which required me to receive a call
and input some random numbers from the security card. It was a
long process. Now, I just click on a widget on my main phone
screen, select the person I am sending the money to (who also
needs to have Toss), type the amount, type a 6-digit password or
scan my fingerprint, and it’s done, sent—convenience at its best.
If you have an account with Hana Bank, there is another app that
you can use to transfer money easily called Hana EZ. It’s completely
in English, and it facilitates money transfers within and outside
Korea. No more ARC verification or typing digits from the security Health/emergency apps: Always be prepared.
card every time you want to make a transfer—you just need a There are other apps that can come handy in very specific
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situations. For instance, the COOV app is a must-download these
days to easily check on your COVID-19 vaccination appointments
and certificates. The national insurance app, The건강보험, could be
used to register for insurance for the first time and to check its
status later on.
If you find yourself in an accident, you can use the 철도범죄신고
app to rapidly make a call, send messages, and record and take
photos of what happened. Additionally, in case of an emergency or
disaster, you can use the Emergency Ready App to find shelters,
medical centers, and fire stations around your location.
Entertainment apps: I wish there were more apps on this list.
Radically changing the tone, there are also apps that can assist you
in entertainment matters. One of those is the CGV app. Like any
other cinema app, you can check the movies that are currently
being played, select seats, and buy tickets. You can also buy movie
snacks in advance through the app, but you should arrive within
20 minutes in order to take your order. On the other hand, if you
would like to go further than to a cinema seat, you can use the
VisitKorea: Official Guide app. This app will show and describe
famous tourist destinations in several cities in Korea, as well as
popular food and shopping areas. The app displays the exact
location of the attraction, together with instructions for how to get
there, opening and closing times, and the availability of parking
facilities.

Postage apps: Send that package.

schedule, check professors and classes, buy books and school
supplies from people in your university, read university blogs, and
more, simply by connecting your university and identity to the app.
Some universities, however, might not be available on the app, but
the schedule option is still available for all.

Accommodation and moving apps: Move out of the
dorm already!
If you’re thinking about leaving the dormitory, there are some apps
that can be useful when looking for a one-room or an apartment.
Some of these apps include Zigbang(직방), Dabang(다방), and 피터
팬의 좋은방 구하기. These apps will show you the available
accommodation options at a given location with descriptions,
prices, and photos. If you like one of them, you can call or text the
real estate agent that posted it, and you can go check it by yourself
at an arranged time afterwards. However, you might want to use
these apps with caution, especially outside of Seoul, because often
the real estate agent will post a very affordable and desirable oneroom on the app just to catch a potential costumer for a lessdesirable place.
If you are ready to move, there are some apps that will allow you
rent a truck or a van to help you moving your belongings, including
GOGOX(고고엑스) and Sendy(센디).

Point-accumulation apps: You might get something
for free!

Sending packages in Korea can be done quickly and effectively.
Apps from convenience stores, such as CU편의점택배, let you send
packages from one convenience store to another at a minimum
price. It can be done from the app by inputting the receiver’s
information and the CU store closest to their location. Then, you go
to your nearest CU store with a computer screen, where you can
input your order and pay. You will receive a sticker that you paste
ont onto the package, and then you hand the package to the person
at the counter. In a couple of days, the receiver will get a notification
informing them that they can get the package from the CU store
near their place. Nonetheless, if you prefer convenience over price,
the CU편의점택배, HOMEPICK(홈픽택배), and 우체국 apps all offer
to pick up the package from your door and deliver it to the
receiver’s door. Easy.

Finally, you are able to accumulate points for every purchase you
make in stores such as the CU convenience stores or Daiso. With
the 포켓CU app for CU, and the 다이소 멤버십 app for Daiso, you
are able to accumulate points just by downloading the app and
registering. By accumulating points, you might eventually be able
to get free products at the store.
In modern times, we buy smartphones with the best features: the
best camera, the highest resolution, and endless memory, but we
consistently fail to exploit their full potential. Our cellphones can
be powerful tools in our lives if we learn how to use them
effectively. One way of doing so is certainly by downloading and
utilizing useful apps. In this article, I have introduced more than 50
apps that will certainly make your life more convenient while
living in Korea as a foreign student. Even though several of the apps
are in Korean, the Papago features can always give you a hand
with that. Give yourself the opportunity to try them, and I hope
School apps: In case you need a schedule.
The Everytime(에브리타임) app is widely used by university you can take advantage of what they can do for you.
students in Korea. It allows you to automatically generate your
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Chapter 2 Taking a step to Korea/UST
4. Far from home: Dwell in the Land of Morning Sun (Gabriella Aphrodita)
5. The Gateway to a New Life (Muhammad Mehdi)
6. Studying Abroad (Mesele Tilahun)
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Far from Home
A Marathon throughout the ‘Land of Morning Calm’

My name is
Gabriella Aphrodita.
I am from Indonesia
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My name is Gabriella Aphrodita. I am from Indonesia, and I am
currently living in South Korea as a UST student-researcher at
the KRIBB School, Ochang Branch. My major is biotechnology
(bioprocess engineering), continuing my previous undergraduate major
in bioengineering. Although the name is quite similar, there are still
so many things that were not covered in my previous studies. Hence,
learning is my everyday thing now. Nevertheless, I love learning new
things.
Being an introvert makes it easier for me to express my feeling through
writing rather than speaking. As writing has been one of my interests
since middle school, I want to challenge myself once again since it has
been a long time since I have written anything. Besides, living in another
country is new for me, since I’ve never left my home country before.
And, as we’ve heard, living as a foreigner is not a piece of cake. That’s
why I’d love to share my experience and what I’ve learned with others,
especially those who might take a similar path to mine, for it may be
helpful in the future. Let’s grow together by stepping out of our comfort
zones and trying new things!

Homesick

Being far from home is not a new thing for me. During my
undergraduate study, I, the youngest child in our family, who
had never lived separately from my parents, finally had to go
520 miles away to pursue my Bachelor’s degree. Moreover,
now I am 3,281 miles apart from my hometown in order to get
my Master’s degree. Hence, I experienced one of the worst
sicknesses a person can experience: homesickness. Generally
speaking, about 69% of first-year college students experience
homesickness. Even if it is not an actual disease, the symptoms
may lead to depression, as well as other physical and
psychological health consequences. According to Stroebe et al.
(2015), students that become homesick upon entering college
may have difficulty adjusting to the college setting, leading to
social and academic difficulties.
However, let’s take a step back to the definition of homesick
itself. According to the Cambridge dictionary, homesick is a
condition of being unhappy due to being away from home for
a long period of time. But, what exactly is “home”? “Home”
can be different for each individual. However, for me, home is
my family; it is everywhere I can gather with my family,
alongside the people with whom I can be most comfortable.
Thus, as expected, my first few months in this entirely new
environment, apart from my family, were not all sunshine and
rainbows. Maybe some of you are having the same feelings or
right now. Going out of our comfort zone isn’t easy, is it?
Sometimes, when things get hard, we just want to run back
home. However, despite that, it’s worth it to stick it out. In this
article, I would like to share my experiences, as they may be
helpful for others in the future.

The “Honeymoon” Phase

Also known as the “Land of Morning Calm,” I am mesmerized
by this country’s natural beuaty. As a person who loves
aesthetics and beautiful views, I am constantly feeling the urge
to stop and capture every moment. Every spot is pleasing to
the eye and so delightful to enjoy. The city is filled with many
nice places, from cozy coffee shops to Instagrammable
locations to super-fun amusement parks. It is also so easy to
reach every destination since the transportation system is
exceptionally organized and integrated. It is so easy to get
around; all you need is a card and an application through your
mobile phone. The transportation schedule time is also pretty
accurate, so we can be less worry about being late. And these
are my favorite things about Korea, especially in Seoul.

Before I started my academic semester, I had a chance to live
in Seoul for a while. Yes, the research institution where I am
doing my research and studying now is not in Seoul. It is a
small city located about 93km from Seoul, Ochang. So I knew
that I would be living in another city, but I wanted to have the
experience of living in a big city. In addition, all my Indonesian
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friends that I know live there, so it was quite nice to spend
time with them. However, the city I live in now is quite
different from the metropolitan city. The biggest difference is
the transportation system; there is no subway here. And,
obviously, it is not as big as Seoul. However, the ambiance is
quite nice; Ochang is filled with many nice restaurants serving
delicious food, and the best thing is that the cost of living is
much lower. It is small, but I have everything I need here, and
it’s so comfortable.
Apart from all the things that I love about this country—
including the food, which I vastly love—after passing the
“honeymoon” phase, when all I felt was that I was falling in
love with the country, the situation became hard sometimes,
or most of the time. I went from being thrilled about living
abroad, which I had never experienced before, to being
insecure because of everything I still needed to do to adapt to
life in Korea. I am the type of person who easily gets along
with people I’ve just met, so it would be a lie if I say that I
haven’t ever felt lonely living here all by myself. I didn’t have
many friends at first; I only knew my Indonesian friends who
live in different cities and one other Indonesian friend in the
same research institution as me. However, this friend had a
different major, so we didn’t meet often. Although I met other
students and lab-mates, the fact is that I am the only foreigner
in my building; everyone else is Korean. However, they’re all
nice people, and they’ve helped me a lot.

Note: Learning Korean is a must

I remembered my first day here as a student-researcher. It was
March 3rd; I was so afraid to be late, so I arrived 30 minutes
early, and there was only one other person there. I then asked
her what I should do or where should I go, but apparently
didn’t know either, because it was also her first day as an
intern. Perhaps surprisingly, since that moment, she has been
my closest friend in the lab. She’s helped me many times, and I
owe her big time. She accompanied me around the city, going
from store to store; she helped me find a SIM card, and also
helped me with a lot of other administrative stuff. She is
Korean, and although her listening skills in English are
impressive, she has difficulty speaking in English. And me? I
couldn’t even understand what the convenience store cashier
said to me at the time. Can you guess how did we
communicate? Yes, Papago is indeed our life savior, mixed
with a lot of body language. I feel so thankful, however—I I
don’t think I could have survived this far without her.
As you may see, the biggest barrier and difficulty for me is the
language. I have difficulty communicating since my Korean
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skills are not good, and people here love their mother tongue
very much—which I admire wholeheartedly—so many people
prefer to talk in Korean. However, they are very welcoming
when anyone tries to speak and learn their language, which
makes me more comfortable learning it. They even embrace us
just for trying to speak. I am somewhat regretting my lack of
language preparation, however, because living here is much
easier if you can master the language; it is much more
comfortable.
Thankfully, UST provides
Korean classes for free every
semester. They also provide
Korean courses that you can
take in preparation before
the semester starts, along
with other basic courses that
run for four weeks at a time.
Taking these courses helped
me a lot. I also think that
practicing with others speeds up language learning. I haven’t
advanced the language yet, but I can see progress thanks to
the people surrounding me who embrace my efforts to learn
their language. As a person who at first could only nod every
time someone spoke to me in Korean (without knowing at all
what they were saying), I am now able talk to the call center
by myself. I am still a beginner, but I can at least understand
and make myself understood in my everyday life now, and I
can comfortably order food and buy stuff on my own.
Other than the language barrier, I also still need to adapt to the
whole study-research system which even shocked me before
the semester started. There was a time when I needed to
choose the course I would take for the semester. I was scrolling
through the system, but I couldn’t find any English courses
taught in my research institution; it was all Korean courses.
This unquestionably frustrated me at the time: how could I
understand a lecture in Korean when I couldn’t even
understand a sentence as easy as “영수증 필요하세요?” (“Do
you need a receipt?”). But, thankfully, when I asked the
lecturer about it, they were so thoughtful, and they ended up
teaching in both Korean and English even though I was the
only foreigner in the class. It was really helpful for me! Even
when we had to do a presentation, the professor challenged us
to deliver it in English so that it would be equal for us all. I felt a
bit guilty at placing this burden on others, but they accepted
the challenge gladly and did a very great job. And, even better,
there are now several English courses that I can take!
Besides (again) the language barrier, I also need to adjust to the

major I am in. Looking only at the name, it might not seem
very different from my undergraduate major. My previous
major was bioengineering, and my major now is biotechnology
(bioprocess engineering). In fact, however, there are so many
things that were not covered in my undergraduate coursework.
So, along with the mandatory courses I take, I also need to do
a lot of extra studying for my research. On top of that, needless
to say, learning Korean is a must. But, again, thankfully, I have
an advisor who guides me kindly.
I remember the first day I moved to Ochang. It was raining
when I arrived at the bus terminal. I then waited for my
advisor, as he had offered to pick me up. It was indeed very
kind of him, but I actually felt terrible for bothering him.
However, I didn’t know any other people there, so there I was,
waiting for him. Several minutes passed by, and then an email
arrived. It was from my advisor, telling me his position since he
had already arrived. I didn’t know his number at the time, so
we communicated through email only. Surprisingly, after
reading his message, I realized that I was at the wrong
terminal; it was about 30 minutes by car from my advisor’s
position. And so he drove again to the terminal where I was.
After arriving, he emailed me once again. Unexpectedly, we
were at different terminals. Again. Life is full of surprises, isn’t
it? After searching for information from the people there, all I
could determine was that there were two kinds of terminals
located near each other. The one as for the express bus, and
the other was for the regular bus. So, after discovering that, I
told my advisor and hastily went to the other terminal, feeling
guilty. But we missed each other yet again, because he did the
same thing, which I realized only after reading his message
after arriving at the other terminal. After going back and forth
three times—because we kept trying to go to the other’s
position—we finally found each other. I was afraid that he
would be be mad, but all I saw was a big smile on his face. I felt
so relieved, yet also guilty for having caused him so much
trouble. But I truly feel glad to have such a kindhearted advisor.

No Longer Far from Home

Other than from my advisor, I also received so much help from
other lab members here. They treated me so well, even if there
was a language barrier between us. I learned so many things
from them, and especially from the Postdoctoral member. He
teaches and trains me patiently. This whole experience has
made me even more grateful that I have been surrounded by
so many good people, and I’ve come to realize that we really
are homo socialis; at the end of the day, we need others. Thus,
it is essential that we do our best to prepare, and it is also

crucial to keep in mind that we are never alone and that we
can always ask for help. Of course, it is essential that we have
to do our best to prepare living abroad, but it is also crucial to
keep in mind that we are never alone and that we can always
ask for help. Of course, living abroad and far from our family
require us to be independent and prepare ourselves well, from
studying the language to academic knowledge. But, how we
open ourselves to adapt with the situation, getting know to
people, connecting, and making friends is a survival-kit. I felt
out of place at first, but I can feel more comfortable by the
time. Hence, I am now one step closer to building my own
“home” here, my comfort zone.

A Marathon

These are all just small pieces of my long journey. It has been
so exciting, but being out of my comfort zone is a real thing.
Such adaptation to a new system and new language is not easy
in any way. But I feel blessed that I have been able to have this
opportunity, experiencing so many new things in an entirely
new environment, and getting to know so many good people
who are always willing to help me, even though I am a
foreigner here. Being a student and researcher for a
government-funded Institution is an honor for me. And I want
to do my best and be the best version of myself. Things will be
difficult at times, and it may take time to learn and improve,
but that’s okay. We don’t need to sprint to achieve our goal,
because it is indeed a marathon above all. Life is a very long
journey, isn’t it? We may sometimes feel overwhelmed by all
things we need to do and learn, but that doesn’t mean that we
should stop. Instead, sometimes we just need to take a break
for a moment. We’re human, after all. We need to rest. Then,
once we’ve recharged
our energy, we can get
back on track, moving
forward steadily. I still
have a long, blurry path
ahead before I achieve
my dreams. But I’m ready
for what’s next, and so
thrilled. And I hope you
f e el t he s a m e w a y,
because “the best is yet
to come.”
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Hi! My name
is Muhammad
Mehdi.
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UST: Th
 e Gateway to a New Life

Hi! My name is Muhammad Mehdi.
I was born and raised in Karachi, Pakistan. I have been an integrated
student at the UST-KIER campus since March 2018. In the lab,
I work on the development of electrocatalysts for alkaline water
electrolysers. Outside the lab, you will find me mostly travelling
around Korea or experimenting with unique dishes in the kitchen.
On my lazy days, I prefer to read books or watch Netflix. My
addiction is coffee, and my passion is cricket. I hope that my article
will be helpful for the UST newcomers to plan and extract a picture
of UST and Korea. Current students can also relate my experiences
with their memories.

Introduction
My mom often teases me that I was crying on the first day of
school. I say that I do not remember whether it is true because
I was a kid at that time. However, why would she lie to me?
She is a sweet woman. I have seen many newcomer kids
crying outside their schools. I believe this is human nature: we
feel anxious about any change in our life. I might not have
wanted to enter the school gate on the first day because I was
afraid of it, but 13 years later, the same me did not want to
leave on the last day of school. When I was entering my
undergraduate university, I was excited to start a new journey
because it promised a good career, but when I left, I was
worried about my future. Three years ago, I was thrilled to
enter the UST gate. I knew that it was going to be a bigger
change than ever before—a new place, people, culture, and a
completely different ecosystem.
The phases of our life can be defined in terms of the gates we
choose to enter. Every time we enter a new gate, we bring
some vibes in with us, and we leave with a different version of
ourselves. It is like leaving some part of yourself and collect
new experiences and memories. I wish that life could be as
simple as entering from one gate and exiting from another. We
know that the real adventure of life is between entry and exit
gates that mould our personality.

Gear up for UST
In late December 2017, I found out that I had been accepted to
UST in its integrated program. I needed to attend UST’s
prelim inar y train ing program, k now n as the UST
NEWCOMERS’ ODYSSEY, in early February 2018. Then I was
going to join the Korea Institute of Energy Research (KIER) for
further studies on its campus. The visa and travel guidelines
from the UST were very accurate. Additionally, I was lucky to
have a friend, Wahaaj, who was studying in Seoul at the time.
He patiently answered all my childish questions regarding the
visa process. Moreover, He suggested that I learn the basics of
the Korean language and culture to avoid any awkward
situations. As far I understand now, Korean culture emphasizes
respect for others, especially elders, and personal space.
Koreans greet each other with a bow, which reflects the

charm of royalty, and touching others is less encouraged. I also
installed the Google translator and Papago apps on my phone
to aid in communication with Koreans. He encouraged me to
come here three days earlier before the start of the Odyssey
program to have a good time in Seoul with him. I must say that
it has been a boon to already know someone living in Korea
before my arrival.
Other than successful visa processing, travel preparations,
including travel from the airport to Odyssey, and residence in
Korea are also important things to consider.

My Luggage
The luggage allowance given by my airline was only 30kg. I
decided to categorize my belongings into compulsory,
ordinary, and optional in order to avoid any overweighing. In
my understanding, winter clothes such as jackets, thermal
inners, and shoes were compulsory for me due to January’s
extreme cold in Korea. Other than that, my laptop as well as
travel and education documents were also a top priority. I also
saved these documents on my mobile phone because
sometimes immigration asks for them. I also brought 1000
dollars cash with me to help with initial settlement in Korea.
As there was some available space left, I added more clothes,
toiletries, a trimmer, a nail clipper, and an extra pair of
eyeglasses. These things are also available in Korea, but if there
is some space it is good to bring them. I also wanted to bring
some Pakistani snacks, as well as books and sunglasses. Other
than snacks, I managed to bring everything that I needed
within my luggage allowance.
UST: A Global Village
In the meantime, I received an email from Awais Malik to join
the UST-newcomers WhatsApp group. He was going to join
the UST just like me, and it is to his credit that he connected all
the newcomers by creating a WhatsApp group. I joined pupils
from around the world in that group, including Europe, Asia,
America and even from Australia, all of whom were is going to
attend UST along with me. This reflects the global footprint of
the UST.
Arrival in Korea
I remember the butterflies in my stomach when I was
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travelling to Korea. It was a 17-hour flight, but I barely slept. I
landed at Incheon international airport on January 25th, 2018
at 6:30 pm. After going through immigration and baggage
collection, I met Wahaaj at the exit door. The internet is
available almost everywhere in Korea with a good speed, and
therefore you reliably reach anyone you need to contact after
landing. The Seoul subway system is vast and is connected
directly to the Incheon airport. We used it to reach his house.
You can also take a bus from the airport to any corner of Korea
at any time. In my experience, it is best to land in Korea before
9 pm if you need to go some another city.

Korea. In our lab, it is the basic messaging tool to communicate
with professors and lab mates. I do not know anyone living in
Korea without it.

The multicultural environment during the Odyssey Program is
its real essence. Now I have friends from Indonesia, Malaysia,
Vietnam, and America due to it. Strangely, rain can make you
feel both happy and sad, and I recall my last day (28th
February 2018) of the Odyssey as a sad, rainy day. We were sad
because it was a time to separate and go to our respective UST
campuses around Korea. At that time, I considered it to be a
drawback of UST that its students had to be divided into
In my first impression, I found Korea to be a calm and different institutes in different cities. However, over the long
respectful place. Everyone was quiet on the subway and run, I see it as an advantage that now I have friends all around
respected other people’s comfort and personal space. If they Korea.
needed to talk, they try to whisper. Everything was clean and
systematic. I felt so safe and pleasant. When I am in my Kakao T: Grab a Taxi
country, I do not care much about other people’s comfort. I My institute is also in Daejeon, so Abdul Wahid Shah, who was
liked to talk or eat with friends during public commutes and my roommate during the Odyssey Program, helped me to get a
listen to loud music. Now after a long time in Korea, I have taxi to KIER. He introduced me to the KakaoTaxi App. This
app is the best option to call a taxi anywhere in Korea. The
adopted to prioritize other people’s comfort.
app is available in English and Korean, and its easy interface
allows you to call the taxi at your doorstep. All it requires is the
UST NEWCOMERS’ ODYSSEY Program
The UST Odyssey Program takes place in Daejeon and involves destination address, and then you can make a taxi request. If
basic training in interpersonal skills, Korean language, and any nearby taxi driver accepts your request, he will come to
Korean culture. The training methods includes invited pick you. Payment is also possible by cash or card.
lectures, workshops, and contests. It is compulsory to pass the
exam at the end of the program to get the degree, and most Alien Registration Card (ARC):
people pass it smoothly. The hospitality of UST management After reaching the KIER campus, I found my dorm room, and
the next day I met my advisor. My advisor helped me to make a
during the Odyssey Program was lavish.
working contract and apply for the alien registration card
UST provides residency during the Odyssey Program, but it is (ARC). In Korea you cannot buy a SIM card or create a bank
essential to contact your campus and inquire about the account without your ARC, and thus getting it was a high
dormitory options for your long-term stay in Korea. Almost all priority for me.
campuses have an on-campus dormitory, and now UST also
offers its dormitory in Daejeon. Once I reached Korea, I KakaoMap: Wings to Explore
immediately informed my family and emailed my advisor After a pleasant week, Ali, who had arrived at UST-KIER one
semester earlier, invited me out for dinner. We planned to go to
about my arrival.
“Indy” restaurant, but we were not confident about the route.
Ali had been to that restaurant many times, but he had never
KakaoTalk: Staying Connected
During the Odyssey Program, I got to know about the gone alone. Therefore, I tried to use the KakaoTaxi app and
KakaoTalk app, which is the Korean alternative to WhatsApp. called a taxi. We successfully reached the “Indy” restaurant by
All Koreans use it, and you need it for communication in taxi. He told me that the restaurant name is the same but that
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maybe we were at a different branch. Anyways, we decided to
eat first and think later. After we finished our dinner, he told
me that he thought Bus no. 121 could take us back to KIER. We
also speculated that because we were going back we should
cross the road and take the bus from the opposite side. We did
the same, and initially everything seemed fine. People were
getting in and leaving the bus. After 15 minutes, we noticed
that more people were leaving the bus and fewer people were
getting on. After 15 minutes more, no one was getting on the
bus, and everyone was just leaving. We could not see anything
familiar to us from the window. Finally, only two of us were
left on the bus. We were concerned that we might have missed
our campus or were on the wrong bus. But Ali was sure that
the bus was right, although its direction might have been
wrong. After some time, the bus driver parked the bus, turned
off the lights and asked us to leave because it was the last stop.
As we came out, we could only see dark streets around us.
Unfortunately, Ali’s phone had run out of battery, and my
phone did not have a SIM card. We looked around but could
not figure out where we are while the bus driver was smoking
his cigarette. After 20 minutes, he called us and directed us to
sit back on the bus by his gesture. I think he got the idea that
we were lost. After 40 minutes, we finally reached our campus.
It was a fun adventure and we laughed a lot. Later on, I got to
know about the KakaoMap app from my Korean labmate.
Now, I am a big fan of this app. The app is available in both
English and Korean. All you need to do is search the name of a
place and it will tell you all the possible ways to get there,
including by car, bus, subway, walking, and even by bicycle. If
it is a commercial place, it will also provide working hours,
peak hours, contact details, reviews, and pictures. In short, it is
the Korean version of Google Maps exclusive to Korea. Thanks
to this application, I now feel like I have wings on my
shoulders.

Korean language, but you can also open it on a browser. It
includes all kinds of options, including pensions, hotels, motels,
glamping, and resorts. You can also book tickets for trains,
flights, and activities. In my opinion, it is a complete package
and has more choices specific to Korea than other apps. I am
sure you will be using it a lot for your leisure and business trips
around Korea.
Final Words
After these last three years, Korea has become more than a
second home. I see the current version of me as better than the
previous one. Korea has given a new meaning to my life. Every
day, I am hungry for new challenges and experiences. I think
UST-Korea is a complete package for our academic and
personal growth. Along with that, supporting friends and a
proper work-life balance is very important to excel. I think
that when I exit the UST gates after completing my degree, my
luggage will be full of memories and of the life-changing
experiences that I have encountered during my time in UST.
No regrets!

Yanolja: Hopping around Korea
I came to Korea in winter, and April is the first month of
spring. My friends decided to visit the Jinhae Cherry blossom
festival, which is the biggest cherry blossom festival in Korea.
It was my duty to book a pension for us. I searched on Booking.
com and Airbnb, but I was not getting many reasonable
options. Then Hamza told me that the Yanolja app is the prime
travelling booking app in Korea. Unfortunately, it is only in the
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My name is
Mesele Tilahun.
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A brief history of KRIBB

My name is Mesele Tilahun. I am basically from Ethiopia. I am
very ambitious, with lofty goals for the future. I completed my BSc.
Degree at University of Gondar, Ethiopia. Currently, I am enrolled
in the MSc. and Ph.D. program in the field of biotechnology at
the Korean Research Institute of Bioscience and Biotechnology
(KRIBB), which is one of the major autonomous institutes under
the University of Science and Technology (UST) in the Republic
of Korea. I’m eager to learn new things and am willing to work as
part of a team. My short-term goal is to get my Ph.D., and my longterm goal is to build my career and become a leading researcher in
a biotech research organization. My hobbies including listening to
music, swimming, and reading books.

just want to try something new and hard. I believed that
studying abroad offers much more than just education. You
will gain essential experience and the opportunity to further
develop your personal skills. For example, you could explore
your hidden potential for hiking, swimming, snow skiing, golf,
and other new sports that you may have never attempted at
home, as well as new and exciting forms of entertainment
such as plays, movies, dance, and nightclubs. Cultivate an
indomitable mind, learn about yourself and diverse cultures,
and be willing to adapt to a variety of situations while being
able to solve problems. If you do all this, you’ll be able to look
at things and perceive the world from a different perspective.
Living and studying abroad means that you are completely free
It was founded in 1985 as a genetic engineering center, one of and take care of yourself to improve your reading habits, make
the research groups at Korean Institute of Science and new friends, manage your own money, and prepare for your
Technology (KIST) in Seoul. In 1990, it shifted to Daejeon and future career and professional life.
modified its name to the Korea Research Institute of Bioscience
and Biotechnology (KRIBB), and since then it has been at the My Student Life Experience in Korea:
forefront of biotechnology innovation in Korea, providing
robust economic engines and addressing social issues. KRIBB Currently, I live in the KRIBB dormitory. I frequently get up
has risen to become one of the most prominent biotechnology around 8:00 A.M. I do not like to get up early, but the majority
research organizations in the world as a result of its of Korean professors will advise their students that punctuality
unwavering commitment. I am studying in the biosystem and is extremely important. By 9 A.M., I must be at my laboratory.
biotechnology research division in the plant system Until midday, I work on my experiments. If I have morning
engineering research center. There are many reasons why I am classes, I attend them, then go to the laboratory to set up my
glad to be studying at KRIBB: the location is good, my experiments, and then eat lunch together with my lab mate in
colleagues are cooperative and kind, there is a useful the school cafeteria. My lunch break is one-hour. Following
instrumentation center, and the biotech facility is well that, I return to the laboratory to carry out my tests or organize
organized.
and evaluate my findings. If I have afternoon classes, I go to
The map above shows the geographical location of KRIBB.
them and then return to the laboratory. I usually leave at 6 P.M.
for dinner. Usually, I like to cook my dinner. Sometimes I
return to the laboratory after dinner to continue my tasks for
Studying abroad
the day; on such nights, I leave the laboratory at 9 P.M. When I
One of the most enjoyable aspects of a study abroad program go home, I relax for a little, and then study my notes for my
is the opportunity to travel to new places. Going overseas will coursework (especially if I have upcoming examinations). If I
provide you with numerous unforgettable, once-in-a-lifetime don’t have classes, I read journals and articles about the topics
experiences, and it is something that everyone should do. related to my major or work to learn Korean through YouTube.
However, this overseas study program did not immediately
help to either academic or career goals, it was a really Tips for Learning Korean and Recommended
rewarding experience. Your degree plan does not have to YouTube Channels
include everything you do in college. In fact, college is one of
the ideal periods to broaden your horizons and gain new skills. As a newbie, I’m not the best person to offer tips, but there are
You don’t always need a credible reason to study abroad if you a few things I’ve learned over the last year that I would like to
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share with you. First, determine the main reason why you
want to learn Korean? Are you interested in working in Korea?
Do you want to learn a new language or enjoy Korean music?
For me, I am studying Korean because I am interested in
working in Korea, and as long as you are in Korea, knowing
Korean is essential for communication when you need public
services. Second, take time to learn Hangeul (the Korean
alphabet). Hangeul is relatively simple; some people can learn
it in a day, but I believe you should take as much time as you
need. I spent about three weeks learning Hangeul. Third,
layout your daily activities such that you learn new phrases
and grammar points each day, watch Korean media that you
enjoy, and practice pronunciation by reading quickly out loud.
To learn more vocabulary in a short period of time, consistently
following YouTube channels is the best.

Is South Korea a decent place for a foreigner to
study and live?
This could vary according to each person’s perspective and
situation. It’s a little more difficult if you’re a foreigner who has
no prior knowledge of the Korean language or culture. If you
truly want to be independent, you must learn the Korean
language. Some people do speak English here, but there will
always be challenges if you do not master the fundamentals.
Korea has made it quite easy for foreigners to get around;
taking the bus, the subway, or driving is quite easy because all
public transportation and road signs are in Korean and English
(and occasionally in Chinese as well).
Is the food good in Korea? Amazing; once you adapt to Korean
food, you really come to love it. Some of the most popular
foods include kimchi, bibimbap, bulgogi, tteokbokki, Korean
stew, samgyeopsal, jajangmyeon, and Korean fried chicken.
Is drinking possible in Korea? Yes—Korean offers a wonderful
variety of alcoholic drinks that you can enjoy with friends,
including soju, maeshilju, bokbunja, makgeolli, cheongju,
sansachun, dongdongju, and baekseju.
What are some things that make life easier in Korea? Korea is
advanced in the usage of technology, with technology being
properly implemented across the country (such as digital
displays; online banking system; broadband Internet and
Satellite TV). Public transportation is safe, clean, and efficient,
and the highways are in good condition. Transportation system
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runs on rechargeable smart devices, and smart cards which
instead of cash. Local search engines like Naver, Kakao-Navi,
and Kakao-T are available to help you navigate. Online
marking tools, like Coupang, G-market and others are also
available to make your life to be easier.

Foreign student life experience in Korea
post-COVID-19
Before the COVID-19 pandemic, overseas students attended
face-to-face classes and gathered in groups to visit clubs, new
areas, historical landmarks, lakes, rivers, natural marvels, and
museums, as well as various entertainment venues, in addition
to other forms of social interaction. The pandemic has raised
concerns about emotional issues in the academic system and
social interactions among overseas students and marked a
significant shift in the isolation of international students at
home. International students are anxious about teaching nonface-to-face classes to those who have limited linguistic skills.
But online learning have more advantage than face-to-face
class for students to set their own pace which can provide
them with a better chance of adequately absorbing and
retaining the information in their coursework. When you are
learning at home, you can create your own unique atmosphere
that is conducive to your needs for studying.

Living On- or Off-Campus in Korea
Which is the better option for overseas students? Living on
campus is easy, but living off-campus provides you with
greater flexibility; therefore, both choices have advantages and
disadvantages, based on what is most important to you. KRIBB
dorms are frequently well-equipped with amenities such as a
gym, reading and social areas, a restaurant, laundry rooms,
and so on. While living off-campus is expensive and mostly
need to pay high deposit which is fully refundable.

Course life in UST
Punctuality is very important to UST professors; they regard
punctuality as a very important quality that indicates that
students are qualified, civilized, and cultured. Attending class
is also highly valued. Student will not be graded if they do not

attend at least 75% of classes. UST professors think that
attending class regularly has a positive impact on learning and
advancement and gives students the best possible life chances.
Professors allow you to have complete freedom in their lab,
and they are kind to share their knowledge and experience.

The Benefits of Studying at UST
UST is one of the prestigious academic institutions in the
world, with notable achievements in research and being
competitive in terms of general science and technology
research output. UST spends much more on research and
development (R&D).

What is the benefits of studying at UST?
(1) Gaining research experience in a variety of subjects with
deep understanding of their major, and the opportunity to
observe othe people’s good work habits.
(2) Improving your language skills. Most international students
are learning the Korean language in order to secure a
brighter future. Being able to speak Korean will help a great
deal with finding employment in the country.
(3) Expanding your professional network and making friends
from all over the world. When you have connections from
around the world, your chances of finding a job,
The chart below shows the course integration of UST students.
sponsorship, business partnership, or overall recognition
are very high.
(4) A
 dapting to the host culture. This pertains to the new foods
you eat, your exploration of the host country’s music, and
your participation in the activities your host culture has to
offer.
(5) I mproving career opportunities. All the benefits of studying
abroad lead to better job opportunities. Of course, the main
reason to go to college for a degree is to improve your
employment prospects; once you receive your degree, you
have a better chance and getting and staying employed
once you look for work.
Challenges for Newcomers
(6) Avoiding the costs of a gap year, particularly by receiving an
integrative scholarship (Combined MSc. & PhD programs).
Studying abroad seemed fantastic, but new students are likely
to face some difficulties. For instance, in the effort to adapt to
the situation, you might experience symptoms of culture shock
including depression, anxiety, fear, or simply feeling weird. To
overcome this, I advise students try to accept their
circumstance by doing things like cooking dishes from their
home countries, adorning their rooms with various images of
their friends and family, and building friendships. If you do
this, over time you will notice that culture shock is no longer
an issue for you.
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Chapter 3 Various aspects of life in Korea/UST
7. A scholar in making with a touch of madness (Mukarram Ali)
8. How an introvert USTian survives in Korea (Quyen Truong To Quyen)
9. Daejeon; a perfect place for living whether you be a single, married, or with family
(Ahmad Zulfikri Taning)
10. Mindfulness via photography: a lifehack to stay in present moment
(Beni Adi Trisna)
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A Scholar in making with
a touch of madness
The artist is nothing without the gift, but the gift is nothing without work- Emile Zola -

My name is
Mesele Tilahun.
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Usually when people ask someone who are you and what do you
do? They mean a simple introduction. In case of a PhD. Student,
it’s some sort of a paradox. Who am I? and what am I doing? Well
that’s not the case with me. I know who I am and what I am doing.
The reason? Well when I started my post-graduation studies at UST,
I thought it to be a typical university with campuses spread across
a country. This is true. But the reality is somewhat greater than this.
For one thing, UST is not a typical grad school. And certainly there
is more than just doing a degree from here. Most importantly, UST
gives you an identity for a perfect introduction as we (UST students)
in fact have a dual identity. So my name is Mukarram Ali. I am an
engineer by birth (Fun Fact: All engineers are engineers by birth.)

and currently I am pursuing my doctoral studies at UST. My campus is Korea Electrotechnology
Research Institute (KERI). And it is situated in Changwon, South Korea. The provincial capital of
Gyeongsangnam-do (Province of Korea). Most beautiful city after Seoul and Busan (in my opinion).
Why? Because in this city you will find both big mountains on one side and wide sea on the other side.
Introduction and coming to Korea and UST

Why UST is different?

Let’s start with me. I belong from Pakistan, which is located in
South Asia. I completed my undergrad studies in Engineering
majoring in Materials and Metallurgy from National University
of Sciences and Technology (Ranked 1st in Pakistan). I also
graduated with the highest grades in my class (class of 2019),
earning a Presidential Gold Medal. After my graduation I
started to search for postgraduate universities outside my
country and one of my professors told me about UST. As soon
as I heard I went straight ahead and applied there. Soon after I
got admission and in the fall of 2019 even before my graduation
ceremony I flew to South Korea and came here.

When I came to South Korea and
joined UST I thought it to be a
typical university. However, my
perspective changed completely.
Well first, UST students have dual
identities. We are not only
students of UST but are contract
employees of our respective
institutes which in my case it is
Kor e a E le c t r o t e c h nolo g y
Research Institute. This means
that I am studying as a normal
student but also working as a
contract employee. So at UST
you are not only earning an
academic degree but you are
gaining real world experience. In addition, you will be involved
in state-of-the-art projects that will eventually impact the
world of science. Moreover, if you are involved in projects with
corporations that are among the top 3 in the world, then surely
you are making an impact.

My professor (in the middle) and I (2nd from left) in front of the KERI main
entrance with other members for a UST photoshoot.
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Changwon (1st Planned City of Korea)
When I came to South Korea, my destination city was
Changwon provincial capital of Gyeongsangnam-do (Province
of Korea). Yeah! Right! You don’t know. Actually most people
don’t know much about this city because of Busan who takes
much attention (pun-intended, Busan is very near from my
city). Well Changwon is a very interesting city. Firstly, it is the
country’s first planned city. Secondly, it is the environmental
capital of South Korea as well. Moreover, when a planned city
is made two things are necessary for development. First is the
necessary materials which include iron, steel, bricks and
others. Hence Korea Institute of Material Science is situated in
Changwon. Second, electricity (energy) is needed for a city to
work, hence Korea Electrotechnology Research Institute is also

located here. Hence this city is planned in every manner.
Moreover, there are many industrial areas as well but this is the
boring stuff. The quality of this city which I like, is the
mountains and the night life. Because in this city on one side
are huge mountains but on the other side is the sea. So if you
love hiking you will be happy. And if you love beach life, you
will be happy as well.

My Daily Life
Now, enough about my city, let’s talk about my city and daily
life. Usually Changwon due to its industrial nature is well
acquainted with foreigners. So, I didn’t feel any nervousness
when I came here and interacted with fellow Korean students
or others. This help me adjust a lot and be at ease. Moreover,
the most interesting thing which I realized just days after
coming was this country is completely digital. Everything can
be done with just your mobile. You can reserve hotels,
restaurants, dentist, physician and many more and pay as well.
You don’t need cash or anything else, just your mobile. And the
cherry on the top, their courier service, especially if you are
using “Coupang” is one of the best in the world. Korea can
make you lazy, but you have to get over yourself.
Normally, my daily routine starts at 8:30 am. Because I live in
my institute’s dormitory so it takes around 10 min to reach my
institute and office. Around 9:30 am I with my professor have
our morning coffee and we discuss my work plan for that day.
Now because my professor and I share the same office, so it is
easy to interact with each other and have a better
understanding. Good understanding with your academic
supervisor, in my opinion is the most important aspect in a
postgraduate life during his time as a PhD student. After our
coffee I go to my lab and attend classes accordingly. The day
ends at 6:00 pm and after that I go back to my dormitory and
take dinner. This is my daily routine. However, sometimes me
and my professor go for dinner together sometimes lunch after
our weekly or monthly meetings.
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A normal evening during summers outside my department building

Holidays and Recreation
During weekends and holidays I hang out with my friends in
KERI and KIMS. Now because I like to eat seafood so Korea is
a heaven for me as you can find seafood anywhere you go. You
go on a beach or on a mountain, you will find some stalls of
extremely delicious seafood. Now Korea is one of the country
which has its own national holidays and religious holidays as
well. The most notable ones are Chuseok (Korean: 추석) and
seolal (Korean New Year, Korean:설날). These are one of the
most celebrated holidays in Korea. During these holidays a lot
of travelling is experienced within the country. So the most
enjoyable time for me are these holidays. Every year since the
time I have been here, me and my friends plan to visit different
cities which are historical and attractive. This is like a refresh
button for me. (Picture 4). Because Korea is full of mountains,
cafés and islands. So I have visited most of them. The places I
can remember are Purple Island, Gojae Island, Seoraksan (2nd
tallest in mainland, 3rd tallest in South Korea), Jirisan (1st
tallest in mainland, 2nd tallest in South Korea), Haeundae
Beach in Busan and many more places.

Not only Korea but the whole world is experiencing a hard
time. Korea has been very successful in limiting this virus and
its best policies regarding social distance and vaccinating
people. I recently got my 2nd dose of Pfizer vaccine and the
facilities and care they provide is one of the best in my opinion.
Not only this but work place environment has been changed
and has become more cooperative and kind. However, I hope
that this terrible time of depression will eventually pass this
time as well.

Final Advice to incoming students

Irrespective of the pandemic and two years I have been here, I
completed my master’s and started my Ph.D. this semester, I
have presented in conferences and published two papers. I
have traveled almost if not complete than 70% of all the places
to visit in Korea. So it has been a good time for me. However,
what I will say is time management and skill development is
the most important aspect. Because at UST you are firstly a
student and the first priority should always be your academics
and research. If you prioritize your work and make yourself
punctual than you will see yourself as a success . However, at
times you will struggle, but sometimes you get to it easily. The
Covid-19 and its Impact
two most important character traits to develop are persistence
Where travelling is one of my most fun times in Korea with my and determination.That is my formula and I use it every day
friends, recent times have not been easy during the pandemic. and so far I am getting good results.
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My name is Quyen,
Truong To
Quyen.
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HOW AN INTROVERT
USTian SURVIVES IN
KOREA
My name is Quyen, Truong To Quyen. I was born in a coastal
province in Vietnam, an East-south Asia country. I was accepted
to UST in fall semester, 2018. After a major shift, I am currently
studying biological chemistry at Department of biomedical
engineering in KIST school, Gangneung campus. My interested
fields are biosynthesis of natural products in microalgae and plants.
My biggest dream is becoming a global citizen, and financial
freedom.

Frist, I am able to focus deeply on what I am doing. Second, I
am a good listener, so my friends feel that they can share both
Have you ever heard the terms EXTROVERT, INTROVERT, their happiness and their sorrows with me. In any situation, I
AND AMBIVERT? I would like to distinguish these terms remain carefully observant, and I avoid sharing my opinion
until I have a clear answer. I would not say that I dislike
below:
working in a group, but I prefer situations in which members
“Extrovert” refers to a person who is energized by being with have own responsibilities and are able to work independently
to accomplish the group assignment. I suppose that most of
others.
introverts were born with great independent working skill.
In contrast, “introvert” refers to a person who gains his energy
Obviously, I do have weak points that are linked to my
from peace and solitude.
personality type. My brain is always full of thoughts, but
The last term, ambivert, can be simply defined as a negative ones truly depress me sometimes. In general, I am a
combination of the two personality types; ambiverts are passive person because I rarely actively start a conversation.
Presentations or public speaking is not my strength as I am not
sometimes called “extroverted introvert.”
confident when speaking in front of a large audience.
However, the purpose of communication is to deliver our
Some signs that you might be an INTROVERT include:
thoughts and ideas to others. Therefore, I am learning to
a. You enjoy solitude: you always find that being alone is improve my communication skills gradually. One more thing I
must improve is my ability to deal with pressure from work,
pleasant
family, and society.
b. You feel drained or lost among a crowd
c. Privacy is always your priority
d. You avoid drawing attention to yourself as much as 3. Challenges and opportunities
possible
e. You prefer observing and thinking rather than talking
⊙ Friendships, and Colleagueship
f. You prefer to have small groups of close friends
⊙ Korean Culture
g. You are quiet and reserved in a large group or around ⊙ Languages
unfamiliar people
h. Y
 ou may be frequently described as a thoughtful and quiet On the way of building a commitment with Korea, I have
person
encountered many challenges and opportunities related to
person-to-person relationships, cultures, and languages.
Some people are born with an introverted personality, but
others develop this sort of personality as they grow up. Every I studied for one year in Jeonju, Jeollabuk-do, where I was one
personality has its own strengths and weaknesses. Generally, of four foreigners at the institute. That meant that, for the most
introverts have strengths when it comes to focusing, listening, part, everyone around me was Korean. Luckily, my first
and observing, but they can be prone to overthinking. roommate was Thai, and she rapidly became my closest friend
Moreover, most introverted individuals lack verbal in Korea. Three months later, she left and went back to her
communication skills.
country after finishing her internship. I had no choice but to
open my mind to make new friendships and colleagueship
with the Korean friends around me.
2. Strengths and weaknesses of being an introvert

1. What is the “introverted” personality?

⊙ Strengths: Focusing, listening, observing, and working
independently.
⊙ Weaknesses: Overthinking, communicating, and dealing
with pressure.

There are no major differences with respect to cultures and
traditions between Vietnam and South Korea. In other words,
Vietnam and South Korea share a wide range of cultural and
traditional features in common, which truly accelerated my
adjustment to the new situation when I left my hometown and
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moved to this country. First, greeting is important, but a simple
phrase like “Xin chao” in Vietnamese or “안녕하세요” in
Korean is enough. Second, even though Korean citizens can
seem like fashionistas, we all have the freedom to choose what
we wear. Third, rice is the main dish in daily meals. In
Vietnam, we eat refined white rice, but I have fallen in love
with 잡곡 (mixed rice) because of its taste and health benefits.
Last but not least, chopsticks are used to pick up food.

6-month Korean course offered by the university. Therefore,
speaking Korean was so embarrassing and challenging at the
beginning. However, I have been told that practicing with
native speakers is the best way to acquire a new language.
That means I may not improve or never be fluent in Korean
unless I build the language muscle with daily communication.
Fortunately, the kindness of Korean has helped me overcome
this fear.

In my opinion, Koreans consume more fermented foods than
Vietnamese people do. 김치 (kimchi), a traditional dish, is
famous around the world. I am sorry to say that that at first it
was hard to swallow chives, onions, and fresh cabbage kimchi.
Fortunately, I am now much better not only at eating cabbage
and radish kimchi but also at cooking dishes made with
kimchi as an ingredient.

When I moved to new campus, I really missed a Korean friend
(언니) who was always willing to accompany with me. We
used to go jogging, and we even travelled together. She always
appeared with a smile on her face, which made me realize
what make us beautiful in others’ eyes. It is not one’s
appearance; it is the beauty inside. 언니 bought me food and
gave me a pair of shoes. I took care of that present as my
treasure, and it always cheered me up whenever I was wearing
it. Regretfully, it was damaged due to an unexpected situation,
which caused me a great deal of pain. Due to Covid-19, we
postponed our appointment several times, I hope that we can
see each other again soon after this pandemic.

I love the fact that Korea has four distinct seasons, even though
I sometimes suffer from the extreme cold during the winter.
The fact that the summers and winters seem to be longer while
autumn and spring seem to be shorter is a well-known
consequence of global warming. I cannot imagine how
beautiful it was in the past, but the autumn is my most favorite 4. Lessons about mindset: Being an introvert vs. being
season, during which I can listen to the music of the wind and
anti-social
admire the colorful natural tableau. The beauty of this country
fills the empty hole in my soul when I am suffering from I make sure to never confuse being introverted with being
loneliness.
anti-social. The former favors spending time alone or with
close friends or family, while the latter always avoids speaking
The language barrier was the greatest challenge that initially to others and does everything alone. Therefore, an introverted
prevented me from communicating with Korean classmates person is often mislabeled as anti-social, and may even
and co-workers. This is because I generally only talked with mistakenly consider themselves to be anti-social. However,
people who could understand English. Before I came to Korea, these two personality types are absolutely different. For
I had stopped learning Korean for around one year after a example, I truly have a love-hate relationship with crowds,
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social events like meetings, and -arties. Nevertheless, I am
totally happy and comfortable when hanging out with my
family, true friends, and acquaintances. I am also willing to
make friends with people who show me that they are sincere. I
never isolate myself from others just because I like being alone.
The boundary between the two concepts is thin but
observable. Therefore, I don’t let a wrong mindset make me
behave like an anti-social person.

5. A
 m I still an introvert after three years of studying
abroad? Tips to improve student life as an introvert
I step out of my comfort zone to achieve my dreams. I have
been studying abroad for three years, and many things have
changed about me. However, my introverted personality is
likely an innate part of my nature, so I am still an INTROVERT,
but with more extroverted skills. Currently, I am grateful to
have many friends including Vietnamese, Korean, and other
international friends. My Korean friends help me to speak
Korean more confidently, while international friends motivate
me to become fluent in English. How I make my student life
more enjoyable, there are some tips that I would like to share:
I have acquired more extroverted skills like speaking in front
of others, delivering my ideas, and starting and maintaining
conversations.
The most important thing is that I have changed my mindset. I
love myself, but I am learning to love people too. I listened to
my inner voice, and I realized that it was saying, “I would like
to have a big circle of true friends.” I cannot just sit and wait for
someone to catch up with me first. I must show my sincerity
and willingness with no doubt or hesitation. I know when I

need a space that is completely silent in order to calm down
and recharge my energy. I also maintain distance from the
negative impacts of toxic relationships; instead, I put all of my
positive energy into building and strengthening healthy
relationships. I also set aside time for physical exercise, and I
pursue hobbies in order to enhance my flexibility and
creativity.

6. A memorable story related to COVID-19
Several months ago, it was confirmed that a second person
working on the same floor and sharing an open space with me
and my friends had tested positive for COVID-19. I still
remember that I went to work as usual. I was paying attention
to the content of online lesson without noticing about people
around me. Suddenly, the head of administration team came
and announced that everyone must go home immediately. We
were nervous, but we reacted calmly. We had been living with
COVID-19 for one year, and our fear of COVID-19 was likely
disappearing. Instead of worrying, we even joked on the road
heading to the dormitory, which truly made me forget about
what had just happened minutes ago. Regardless of negative
COVID-19 test results, we had to be isolated for 14 days in a
convenient place offered by KIST. The day we saw each other
again, we were so grateful and happy, and we talked endlessly.
The question that I was asked most was “How was your
quarantine?” Everyone might expect me to say that it had been
tough period. In contrast, I enjoyed it, so much so that my time
in quarantine has become an unforgettable memory. This is a
blessing in disguise of being an INTROVERT during the
COVID-19 era ^^.
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My name is Ahmad
Zulfikri Taning and
my friends
called me
Taning.
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Daejeon is a perfect place
for living whether you be a
single, married, or with family.
My name is Ahmad Zulfikri Taning and my friends called me
Taning. I came to Korea in August 2014 to pursue higher education
in UST-KIER Daejeon as an Integrative student (master and Ph.D.
combine). I am nearly the end of my academic journey here in
Korea, especially Daejeon, which I consider my second hometown.
So I think sharing my experiences as a UST graduate student living
with family is a good chance for me to give a little gift to those
seeking an opportunity to become an upcoming UST graduate
student.

The first time I came to South Korea, everything felt estranged.
Even reserving a bus ticket from Incheon Airport to Daejeon
was troublesome because I could not read the Hangeul
(Korean Alphabet) quickly and barely understood what Korean
people said. I felt lucky because I came with my friend who
lived here before me. His name is Adam. At that time, he was
on vacation, so we went together from Indonesia. I received
much help from him during my first journey in Korea,
especially in Daejeon. Despite the difficulties, I do believe that
I will have great educational experiences here. I heard much
information regarding how great South Korea develop its
technology. It made me both excited and anxious at the same
time to continue my life here. After arrived at Daejeon, we
directly went to our research institute, where I will spend most
of my time there. The Korea Institute of Energy research, or
KIER, is one of Korea’s National research institutes affiliated
with UST as part of its campuses. Fortunately, they provide a
dormitory with affordable prices, so I do not need to worry
about my first month’s expenses before receiving a scholarship
fund. A few days have passed since I put all my belongings and
lived in the KIER dormitory, and now, it is time to join the UST
newcomer’s orientation program. I had never imagined that I
could be in a situation where I sit together with other people
from other countries. The orientation program was held for a
week in the resort near the beach in Boryeong city. During
that time, we did many team activities with other newcomer
students. We also had a class time for the introduction to the
UST curriculum, the education system, and a short
introduction to Korean culture, which is very helpful for

foreigners to adapt to Korean life.
The first day I met my supervisor, it was a little bit awkward
because my English communication skill was awful. However,
I felt like my advisor was a very humble and generous person
and understood my nervousness. At our first meeting, we
discussed our plan for the experiment. We also talked about
daily life topics, including our families. It made me more
comfortable as time went by. After finishing our talk, he
introduced me to the laboratory and our office room in our
research building. A few weeks later, my advisor invited me to
have dinner with other team members, Korean people called it
Hwaesik. Here I found one of the dissimilarities between
Korean culture and Indonesian culture. I was startled when I
saw them drank alcohol comfortably in the restaurant,
considering it is unusual in my country, and I was the only
person who did not drink alcohol since I am a Muslim.
However, they understood and respected my situation by
ordering a soda drink for me. During dinner time, we had
many conversations and tried to get along with each other. I
am glad to know that they were very welcome and kindly
accepted me as their team member.
When I was still an undergraduate student, I just had a little
experience doing a research experiment. I found it fascinating
when I conducted my first experiment together with my
advisor. I felt like becoming a real scientist, like I was dreaming
at a younger age. Moreover, I did not expect the research
collaboration between research institutes, universities, and
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industries to be this good in South Korea. It is no wonder they
became a top and acknowledged country in a short time,
undoubtedly because of their highly developed technology.
Several months have passed like a blink. I am busy learning
new knowledge in the laboratory, yet also enjoying weekend
time together with friends. When the weekend comes, we will
visit downtown and several renowned places like Rodeo Street
in Gung-dong or Enhaeng-dong, where we can enjoy food in a
nice restaurant as a treat for our hard work during weekdays.
Then I realized that I had been adjusted to Korean life, from
taking public transportation to ordering food in the restaurant.
That cannot happen without help from all of my friends here,
especially Adam. We even have been in the same room in a
KIER dormitory for about two years. However, in late 2016, he
moved from the dormitory and living outside because his wife
had come to Korea. Ever since he moved out, we have just met
in the office since we are in the same research group in KIER.
As a foreigner living in another country, it was good to join a
community whose members are people from the same
country. So, it could settle your home-sick feeling because you
could not go back home after a long time. Fortunately, the
Indonesian student scattered around the world has the student
organization. In Korea, we called it PERPIKA (The Indonesian
Student Association in Korea). PERPIKA held many events and
activities, and of the biggest was an academic conference
called CISAK. That academic conference was organized to
gather Indonesian students’ knowledge at a multidisciplinary
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level and cultivate it to become one idea to help the
development of our country. In that event, I met my wife for
the first time as the conference organizer staff. Later on, I got
motivated to get married after Adam’s son was born. So, I put
together my courage, and finally, in 2017, I got married to a
woman I admired since our first meeting at the CISAK event a
year before. However, due to her visa status changed, she
needs to wait for a few months before returning to Korea.
Because KIER did not provide a dormitory room for a family, I
needed to move out from a KIER dormitory and living in a
Sinseong-dong area with my lovely wife. Here, I started a new
chapter of my life as a husband. During my new journey in
Korea as a single person, I had explored some famous sites,
especially in Daejeon. Thus, I can introduce Daejeon more
thoroughly to her. Although she lived in Korea before as a
student, she lived in Chungju. So, Daejeon is a new place for
her. Since both of us love coffee, we mostly spent our time
together in a cafe. Speaking of a cafe, I was surprised by the
cafe concept in Korea. It is not only the large amount of them,
but also their types are diverse. Let us say there is a dessert
cafe, brunch cafe, kids cafe, or study cafe. As the name implies,
the function of these cafes is divergent one from another. We
also enjoy spending our time in open places such as riversides,
public parks, and many more. One time, we had a picnic
together while enjoying our lunch, and we found it appealing
doing a picnic near the Gapcheon river at Hanbat Arboretum.

A few months after my wife arrived again in Korea, she
became pregnant. At that time, we have registered in Korea
National Health Insurance System (NHIS). We were surprised
that the Korean government is supporting the pregnancy
expenses. We got a Mom’s card from the government, and it
has 500,000 KRW for a routine check-up until labor day. That
was very helpful to us to think that I am still a student and the
expenses for pregnancy are not small, and also we needed to
pay for our rental room. The day has come. My daughter was
born on February 28th, early in the morning, in perfect
condition. She looks frail yet beautiful and healthy. At that
time, I am officially a father of one. I promise to protect her
and make her happy all the time.
Living abroad, far from families, seems a challenging situation
for raising a child. Nevertheless, we are thankful that we are
surrounded by helping friends. We also get the privilege to
raise our children in Korea. The Korean government is fully
supporting child growth and development. For example, they
provide a free health check-up at several periods and an
affordable medical fee if our child gets ill. They also offer a free
or cheap playground facility in every district or city in Korea.
The playground quality is excellent even it is categorized as a
public facility. Daejeon is famous as a science and technology
city because most of Korea national research institute is here.
So, no wonder that this city has a well-known science
museum. Various kinds of attractive learning materials to
introduce science and technology to children exist here. So,

that museum is undoubtedly becoming one of our favorite
places for our children.
Talking about raising children in Korea, our neighborhood is
also kids friendly. There are a lot of public parks with kid’s
playgrounds such as seesaw, slide, swings, sandpit, monkey
bars, and many more. So, playing around in our neighborhood
is also fun! It is impressive that Korea has an excellent public
facility like that. To encourage our kids with a reading habit,
near our district, that is also a big public library where we can
borrow up to five books for free. We just need to register as a
member to get a library card. That card is also can be used for
another library within the same district. That is why I said that
those are our privileges raising our kids in Korea. So far, I have
experienced three stages of personal life in Korea. From a
single person, a husband, and now a father. Therefore, I
consider Korea as my second home country. Because every
time I go back to Indonesia for a holiday and return to Korea, it
feels like I just go from my home to another home. However,
now I am near the finish line of my academic journey and will
come back and stay in Indonesia maybe for a long time. So, I
can never say goodbye to Korea because someday I will visit
again and spend time here with my family.
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Beni Adi
Trisna is a student
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Mindfulness via Photography:
a Lifehack to Stay in the Present
Moment
Beni Adi Trisna is a student-researcher in the University of Science
and Technology, Korea Research Institute of Standards and Science
(UST-KRISS) campus. He is pursuing a doctorate degree in the
major of science of measurement. His current research interests are
in the areas of metrology of climate change and hydrogen quality.
He was born and raised in Indonesia. When he is not on the job, he
enjoys reading books, taking photographs, playing table tennis and
baseball with his coworkers, and traveling to new places to indulge
his curiosity.

We are swamped in modern life, and we spend most of our
time regretting the past or over-planning for the future. Even
as students, we are unable to resist these tendencies. We regret
our failed experiments or poor exam scores and overthinking
the upcoming exams and COVID-19 pandemic. As a result, we
are disconnected from what is going on in our lives or the
present moment. In this condition, emotions appear
spontaneously, and we may not recognize, understand or
realize that we can control them. We may also strive to avoid
or block off our feelings. In any case, we are putting ourselves
at risk of emotional overload where the stress and worry can
completely ruin our lives.

from your hectic daily schedule. It is more than a hobby; it
forces you to slow down and heightens the enjoyment of
positive experiences [1]. For example, suppose you want to
photograph insects or other tiny creatures, as shown in Fig. 1.
In that case, you should approach them with caution because
they are easily startled. You must also stay calm and refrain
from making unnecessary movements that may disrupt them.
It might be an excellent way to unwind from your hectic
schedule. By mastering these abilities, you will be able to tell
when to move at a faster speed and when to move at a slower
pace, which will keep you energized and allow you to do your
job more efficiently.

We have options to make different choices by mindfulness
practice. As the name suggests, mindfulness is defined as a
compassionate, loving awareness of our thoughts, feelings, and
physical sensations on a moment-by-moment basis. There are
many available mindfulness techniques, such as Yoga,
meditation, and physical exercise.
There are several mindfulness practices accessible, including
Yoga, meditation, and physical activity. Nevertheless, in this
article, the content is to be specified for how taking a mindful
photo may provide us with the same level of awareness. There
are at least five reasons why mindful photography may help
you engage in the present moment.

1. Taking photographs involves slowing down
According to what the author has observed thus far, South
Koreans are remarkably speedy and effective in anything they
do. It is because they live and work in a fast-paced
environment. There is also a phrase, “Ppalli-Ppalil,” which
means “hurry-hurry.” It also explains how Korea achieved
such a fast economic transition in such a short period (less
than 100 years).

Figure 1. (left) photo of a butterfly perched on a leaf and (right) a bee
collecting honey from cherry blossom flower

2. Accepting what you capture
Just like in living, we will be challenged with circumstances in
which we will be unable to control the outcomes of our
photographs. In Figure 2, for example, when the author tries to
shoot a sailboat, a group of seagulls obscures nearly two-thirds
of the frame. Nevertheless, the author must accept the result
and cannot complain since he has no choice.

Studying in a fast-paced environment like Korea can be an
exciting and inspiring experience if you love it. We can get
many advantages, for example, become productive, having the
day go by quickly, and having access to cutting-edge
technologies to support the study. But, the fast-paced work
style should also be balanced with enough breaks to embrace
relaxation and recover enough energy.

When we have given it our all, we must eventually accept the
results. The results we obtain might occasionally please us, but
they are not always what we expected. Taking something that
matches our expectations is effortless, but accepting
something unanticipated requires a lot of practice and selfcontrol. We will practice admitting whatever results we
receive from the shooting process when we study mindful
photography. Rather than seeking perfection or creating
Mindfulness photography can be a resource for taking breaks unrealistic expectations, embrace what comes up.
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Randomly produced pictures might sometimes be beneficial to
us as well. Without being staged, photos taken from random
processes or occurrences might appear more natural. Suppose
it is implemented in a student’s life, a research failure, for
example, as long as it is unintentional or not fatal. It can be a
lesson for the student not to perform the same experimental
procedure again. So that, in the end, the student can obtain
the desired study results.

simplistic, but studies have shown that our increased sensitivity
significantly influences humanity’s and our planet’s life.
According to recent research, mindfulness practices can
minimize the effect of climate change by measuring and
limiting individual carbon footprints linked to nutrition,
transportation, and home energy [2]. For an individual,
mindfulness of weather through photography might help you
enhance memory, learning, attention, and self-awareness parts
of your brain.

Figure 2. A group of birds flies over a fishing boat in the sea, hunting for fish

Figure 3. UST-KRISS campus conditions in winter 2020

3. Remaining mindful of the current weather or climate

4. Single tasking mode

As we learn the art of photography, we will become
increasingly sensitive to light because taking photos is
capturing light. In almost all photographic techniques, the
quality of the lighting will determine the resulting image.
During the day, natural light comes from the sun, whereas
indoors or at night, it comes from lamps or studio lights. We
will also become considerably sensitive to seasonal change
because sunlight is linked to the weather. For example, the sun
shines much longer in Korea during the summer than during
the winter. It means there are more daylight hours. Otherwise,
the northern part of the earth is tilted away from the sun in
December, leading to fewer daylight hours.

There is no such thing as ‘multitasking;’ it is just a quick
changeover between tasks. It is like attempting to watch a film
and a baseball game at the same time. We then realize we will
miss something, whether it is the movie or baseball. As a result,
multitasking is impossible to do. Even if you say you can
accomplish it, the outcome is not as good as we get in singlefocused tasking mode.

In photography, you will be a force to do a single-focused
tasking. When you notice some interesting object in your field
of view, intentionally focus your consciousness on it. Then, you
dive into and investigate it, and finally, record it by employing
concentration skills. This skill allows you to generate enormous
Furthermore, as our sensitivity to weather changes increases, volumes of high-quality work quickly. As a result, you will do
we will spend more time in the present moment. This appears far more work done than if you tried to multitask.
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since it provides:
⊙ A powerful tool for emotional regulation.
⊙ Influencing emotional-cognitive relationships.
⊙ Developing high-level social skills.
By studying photography, we can understand better how to
express emotions through art.
Finally, as a summary, a mindful photography practice may
help you cultivate a deeper relationship with the present. Do
not chase perfection while taking a photo, instead follow the
process, and eventually, the results will come as expected. Do
a focused single-tasking and use the practice to express your
emotions throughout the day. If you are unsure which leisure
activity is best for you; photography may be one of your
hobbies. Thus, please give it a go!
Figure 4. a photograph of a lotus flower that caught the author’s attention in
Jeonju city park

5. Expressing your emotion
Like journaling, capturing photos may be utilized to convey
the emotions we are experiencing. Dark colors, for example,
will be used to portray grief, wrath, and drama, while bright
colors are used to represent pleasure. In addition, low-key
photography is frequently employed to convey a mysterious
and dramatic mood.
According to an article in the Annual Review of Psychology [3],
emotion results from neurobiological activities that are closely
related to psychological aspects of human behavior. Human
should be capable of symbolizing and expressing their feelings

Reference:
[1] D
 iehl, Kristin, Gal Zauberman, and Alixandra Barasch. “How taking photos increases enjoyment of experiences.” Journal of personality and social
psychology 111.2 (2016): 119.
[2] Grabow, Maggie, et al. “Mindfulness and climate change action: a feasibility study.” Sustainability 10.5 (2018): 1508.
[3] I zard, Carroll E. “Emotion theory and research: Highlights, unanswered questions, and emerging issues.” Annual review of psychology 60 (2009):
1-25.
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UST-Talkers

MUST-HAVE ITEM

Chopsticks Cellphone/ ARC
Mobile phone with a bunch of apps
(seriously, without it you cannot survive in korea)

Smartphone with Naver map,
Kakaotalk, Kakaotaxi,
Papago Apps installed

Debit card always

Bicycle

The most important
Phone with translation app thing is money. ;))
Papago dictionary to survive
for beginners Deodorant

Picnic mat T-money / Transportation Card
Universal plug for electronic devices

Mask in these days Kakako Friends Items

Clothes for winter

AC and face portable fan
during summer

Long bench parka (롱패딩)

Mosquito killer machine

Handy electric fan in the
summer - as it’s very hot and
(if your size is 43+ for men) humid in the summer.

Your shoes
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Culture Shochk

Age hierarchy

Shock in a good sense. Korean culture is so
respectful towards everyone. They asked
about your age on first meeting that’s is little
(lunch/dinner together with lab
shocking for me. Hwesik
member) - sometimes enjoying moment
“Bowing, Delivery,
Courtesy, Honorific
language”

but sometimes very boring due to too much
talking and drinking. Just go to toilet if you
feel bored. Spend time in toilet can help you
avoid from to much drinking. kkk.

Drinking Soju Everything on
(소주) a lot K-drama is not true.
눈치(nunchi) aka
korean telepathy
to read the social
situation.

The senior-junior culture
(선배-후배 문화)
Dramatic seasonal change

Sometimes Korean people Food is shared
speak with themselves. (반찬, 찌개, 불고기)
Long Working Hours, Short Holidays

Metal Spoons and Formal and informal words
Chopsticks Samgyetang (삼계탕)

Many cafes, almost
every where in
Korea

Naked bath in Korean Spa
(찜질방) Subway system
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UST-Talkers

HOUSE RENTAL

Deposit
Depends on the city crazy high
Not too high

Find old type house will
be cheaper than new
house. Old house owner
usually more kind and
humble.

The information in
the apps is often a lie.
Advise to learn 3-4
basic korean sentences
and visit the 부동산(real
estate agency) in
the city area you like
personally.

Expensive in Seoul but
affordable in other
cities Not easy without a
broker

Go to a 부동산(real
estate agency) directly,
the house rental apps
normally show already
sold rooms.

Can be difficult if you
Dormitory is the do not know Korean
language.
best choice.
If you know house rental system in Korea, you
can find to hire house or apartment easily.
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IMMIGRATION AFFAIRS

Time taking

Far from everything “Alien card, Passport,
Helpful and well Appointment”
organized Check carefully the
Prepare everything
perfectly, make a small
research by asking to
many people before you
go there. Never ever try
coming to immigration
office without complete
documents.

correct immigration
center nearby your
residency! For very
important matters, take
a Korean friend with
you.

Easy to make a reservation online, right time service
Remember the
hotline 1345. It is the
official immigration
consultation on many
“Alien” Registration Card languages.

Follow the deadlines

Hikorea.go.kr

Guidelines from UST are
enough.
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UST-Talkers

LAB LIFE

Challenging

As usual boring
Heaven “최고야”Depends
largely on
Up and down. A roller your professor (ranges
coaster life, happy from “ok” to “hell in
and sad are mixed and hell”). Don’t be afraid to
change mentor within
changed drastically. first year of training.

Work hard, use holidays

Toxic Interesting Stressful

Good labmates, best advisor
Team collaboration,
Beautiful, time
hard working Mixture of joy management, work-life

and pressure. balance
Experiment, report, Learn, fun, study hard,
presentation, class paper
Good environment
for researching. Hightech equipments, good
advice from professors
and friendly colleagues
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Each lab is different.
Ask your lab members
at the beginning about
rules and behaviors in
your specific lab.

MAKING KOREAN FRIENDS

quite not easy to make
Take initiative to talk. It’s
friends with Korean out of
places, if you don’t
Korean people are nice working
enjoy nightlife in clubs or bars.
and introvert so, if you However, in general korean
people seem to be
are kind to them they young
more distanced than ajumawill eventually become ajussi, but the problem is
you need to be able to speak
your friend. Korean.

Important to get the most out of living in Korea
Meet up, sharing things, Kakaotalk, school
asking or giving for friends, lab friends
helps Be fluent in Korean

Don’t be shy.

and you’ll get Korean
friends. Alternatively,
Visit Seoul City Improv, look for the Korean
people who have lived
Toastmasters clubs abroad.

or do a good tinder/ Funny and exciting for
bumble search if you making korean friends,
most of them are ready
want to find koreans to help you.
that speak English and communication,
are capable of critical similar hobbies, similar
thinking. interest.
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UST-Talkers

Describe ‘UST’ as a word

Opportunity Future
Care
Student friendly Diversity New Home
Best New

life Gateway to excellence
Convergence

A wonderful place 전국 Fabulous

Excellence Education-network
Opportunity Unique Wonderful
Numero uno
Amazing Connected
Convergence
Best University for
foreign students in
Korea

대박 Superb

LABORATORY Commercial

Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious
It is the happiest thing not bad option, if you
happens to me know, what I mean

우리학교
Helpful Dreams come true!

Chance, opportunity

Research Decent
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